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Use The New Law To Slash Your Taxes!
Congress passed The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 and President Trump signed it into law, as we predicted in 2016. 

The new law is the most significant tax overhaul in the past 30 years, and will cut taxes by $1.5 trillion over the next 10 
years. Here’s the 25 most important provisions you can use to save thousands.

Individual Income Taxes

While the individual tax cuts discussed below are temporary (phased out after December 31, 2025) the corporate tax 
breaks are permanent. Still, doctors should take advantage of the following individual tax breaks while they last. 

1. The individual tax rates are reduced from 10%, 15%, 25%, 28%, 33%, 35%, and 39.6% in 2017 to 10%, 12%, 22%, 
24%, 32%, 35%, and 37% beginning in 2018. Unfortunately, since the tax brackets (amount of taxable income 
subject to each tax rate) have also been changed, the results are mixed. As shown below, while married doctors at 
all income levels will receive tax cuts, single doctors with taxable incomes between $200,000 and $400,000 will see 
their tax savings decline and then disappear! 

Taxable 
Income

Single Married
Existing 

Law New Law
Tax 

Savings
Existing 

Law New Law
Tax 

Savings
$100,000 $20,982 $18,290 $2,692 $16,478 $13,879 $2,599
$200,000 $49,400 $45,690 $3,710 $42,885 $36,579 $6,306
$300,000 $82,400 $80,690 $1,710 $74,218 $60,579 $13,639
$400,000 $115,400 $115,690 +$290 $107,218 $91,379 $15,839
$500,000 $153,819 $150,690 $3,129 $143,231 $126,379 $16,852
$600,000 $193,419 $187,690 $5,729 $182,831 $161,379 $21,452

  The total tax impact on doctors will vary, since some deductions and tax credits have been increased, while others 
have been reduced or eliminated. Moreover, while these tax breaks are still indexed for inflation, the new chained 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) index used will likely rise more slowly in the future than the current CPI index used, 
thereby reducing the tax benefit of indexing.

2. The preferential tax break for dividends and long-term capital gains remain with rates of 0%, 15%, and 20% at the 
income levels shown below.

Taxable Income 
(Single)

Taxable Income 
(Married)

Capital Gain/
Dividend Rate

$0 - $38,700 $0 - $77,400 0%
$38,701 - $425,800 $77,401 - $479,000 15%
Over $425,800 Over $479,000 20%

3. The standard deduction (taken by doctors who do not itemize their deductions) has been increased for single 
doctors from $6,350 in 2017 to $12,000 and from $12,700 in 2017 to $24,000 for married doctors, beginning in 
2018. However, personal exemptions of $4,050 for yourself, your spouse, and each dependent (child) have been 
eliminated. Fortunately, most doctors will not notice a change here, since these personal exemptions have been 
phased out for doctors whose Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) exceeds $261,500 if single, or $313,800 if married.

4. No deduction is allowed for interest on home equity lines of credit, beginning in 2018. Furthermore, while interest 
on existing home mortgages of up to $1,000,000 is grandfathered in and remains deductible, doctors can deduct 
home mortgage interest on no more than $750,000 of new mortgage debt incurred after December 15, 2017. 
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5. Itemized deductions for state and local income, sales, and property taxes are capped at no more than $10,000 
beginning in 2018. The new law also prohibits doctors from claiming an itemized deduction in 2017 for prepayments 
of income taxes (but not property taxes) for a future tax year, in order to avoid this deduction limitation. Accordingly, 
doctors are free to prepay their property taxes for 2018 prior to December 31, 2017, but cannot prepay their 2018 
state income taxes. 

6. While charitable contribution deductions will be allowed in an amount up to 60% of the doctor’s Adjusted Gross 
Income (AGI), beginning in 2018, no charitable deduction will be allowed for payments made in exchange for 
college athletic event seating rights. So doctors who make donations to receive seating rights need to make their 
contribution by December 31, 2017 to retain the deduction for one more year. 

7. All miscellaneous itemized deductions (tax return preparation fees, investment management fees paid personally, 
safety deposit box fees, unreimbursed employee business expenses, etc.) are eliminated, beginning in 2018. 
Accordingly, these should be paid through the practice where possible for full deductibility.

8. Alimony payments will not be deductible for any doctor entering into a divorce or separation agreement after 
December 31, 2018. So if you’re headed for “splitsville,” be sure to get your agreement signed  in 2018, so any 
alimony can be deducted. 

9. The child tax credit is doubled to $2,000 for each child under the age of 17. More high income doctors will be 
eligible to claim this credit, since the income threshold is increased to $200,000 for single doctors and $400,000 for 
married doctors. The new law also allows doctors to claim a $500 credit for each non-child dependent whom they 
are supporting, such as a child age 17 or older.

10. High income doctors will enjoy further savings since the overall limit on itemized deductions is repealed. Presently 
the total amount of the doctor’s itemized deductions is reduced by 3% of the amount by which the doctor’s Adjusted 
Gross Income (AGI) exceeds $261,500 for single doctors and $313,800 for married doctors. 

11. Section 529 distribution rules are relaxed to allow up to $10,000 of expenses per student for tuition at elementary 
or secondary schools to be paid from the 529 plan each year, without taxes or penalties. 

12. Doctors can continue to contribute to regular nondeductible IRAs and convert them to Roth IRAs. However,  
re-characterization of these conversions are no longer allowed, beginning in 2018. 

13. While the highly complex Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) is retained, fewer doctors will be affected. That’s 
because some deductions that are added back in computing AMT have been eliminated (interest on home equity 
loans) or severely limited (deduction for state and local property, income, and sales taxes cut to no more than 
$10,000 annually). Moreover, the AMT income exemption has been increased to $70,300 for single doctors and 
$109,400 for married doctors, further limiting its impact. 

Estate and Gift Taxes 

14. The estate and gift tax is retained with a top rate of 40%, but the estate tax exemption is doubled so that the tax law 
applies only to estates above $11.2 million per spouse. Thus, married doctors will be able to protect up to $22.4 
million of assets from death taxes. While this will exempt virtually all doctors from estate taxes, don’t get too 
complacent. Once the Democrats regain control of Congress, this exemption amount will likely plummet.

Practice (Business) Income Taxes 

15. The top corporate tax rate is reduced from 35% to 21% for C corporations, including doctors’ personal service 
corporations. Moreover, the corporate Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) is eliminated, beginning in 2018. 
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16. Depreciation deduction accelerated for business cars – the maximum amount of depreciation has been increased 
to $10,000 for the year the vehicle is placed in service, $16,000 for the second year, $9,600 for the third year, and 
$5,760 for each year thereafter until fully depreciated, and these limits are indexed for inflation.

17. Bonus depreciation for new and most used property acquired has been increased from 50% to 100% through the end 
of 2022, 80% in 2023, 60% in 2024, 40% in 2025, 20% in 2026, and none thereafter.

18. Moreover, bonus depreciation for luxury automobiles remains at $8,000 for cars purchased after September 27, 
2017 and before January 1, 2023, and applies to both new and most used vehicles. 

19. The maximum amount of business assets that qualify for immediate expensing under Section 179 has been increased 
to $1,000,000, beginning in 2018. Furthermore, the following improvements to the doctor’s office building and 
other commercial real estate now qualify for Section 179 expensing: roofs, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, 
fire protection and alarm systems, and security systems, beginning in 2018. The $25,000 Section 179 limit for SUVs 
continues.

20. The new law further allows Section 179 expensing for qualified improvement property (including leasehold 
improvements) made after December 31, 2017.

21. The deduction for income attributable to domestic production activities (Section 199 deduction) is repealed, 
beginning in 2018. Accordingly, doctors should be sure to maximize their Section 199 deduction on their 2017 
practice return, since this will be the last year available.

22. The new law eliminates any deduction for entertainment, and membership dues with respect to any club, beginning 
in 2018. However, doctors can still deduct 50% of food and beverage expenses for meals consumed on work travel 
or through an on-site eating facility.

23. The new law limits employee achievement awards to tangible personal property, beginning in 2018.

24. Beginning in 2018, doctors operating as sole proprietors (Schedule C), partnerships, LLCs, or S corporations 
(pass-through entity owners) that meet certain conditions can deduct 20% of their qualified business income. This 
practice-related deduction is phased out beginning for doctors whose taxable income exceeds $157,500 (single), 
or $315,000 (if married). We will discuss how doctors can qualify for this tax break and maximize the related tax 
savings, in future issues. This tax break also applies to sideline businesses, including real estate LLCs, which will 
provide added tax savings for doctors.

25. Beginning in 2018, the new law allows a tax credit of up to 25% of wages paid to qualifying employees, when they 
are out on family and medical leave (up to a maximum of 12 weeks), provided that the salary paid to the employee 
is at least 50% of the wages normally paid. In order to qualify, the practice must have a written policy allowing all 
qualifying full-time employees at least two weeks of annual paid family and medical leave, and part-timers must be 
eligible for leave on a pro rata basis.  
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Top 10 Strategies To Maximize Tax Savings From The New 
20% Deduction For Pass-Through Practice Profits

The new tax law creates huge opportunities for tax savings. Unfortunately, some of the opportunities are limited for 
higher income doctors, so many will miss out without creative tax planning. Below are 10 strategies you can use to gain the 
maximum tax savings from the new 20% deduction for pass-through practice and business profits.

The Idea

In order to increase the worldwide competitiveness of U.S. corporations, Congress slashed the top corporate tax rate 
from 35% to 21% for ALL regular corporations, including doctors’ personal service corporations (P.C. or P.A.). Recognizing 
that few (less than 10%) small businesses now operate as regular C corporations, Congress wanted to also reduce taxes 
for those operating as unincorporated sole proprietors (Schedule C), partnerships, limited liability companies (LLCs), and 
Subchapter S corporations, where year-end profits are passed through to, and reported on, the owner’s individual tax return. 

The Rules

Congress added highly complex Section 199A to achieve this result, providing an extra deduction for doctors and 
other owners of these pass-through business entities. In general, the new law provides an extra deduction equal to 20% of 
the combined qualified business income (net profits) from all businesses and practices operated by the doctor and spouse. 
However, Congress sought to limit (or eliminate) the deduction for higher income doctors and other business owners, based 
upon the type of business operated.

For doctors, lawyers, accountants, consultants, actuaries, those in financial service businesses, or any other business 
where the principal asset is the reputation and skill of one or more of its employees (Specified Service Trade or Business), 
the deduction is phased out for single taxpayers with taxable incomes beginning at $157,500 and eliminated at $207,500 of 
taxable income, and for married taxpayers beginning at $315,000 of taxable income and eliminated at $415,000 of taxable 
income (the income threshold). Thus, doctors get NO (zero) deduction if their taxable income exceeds $207,500 if single, 
or $415,000 if married. 

Those operating real estate or other businesses (known as Qualified Trades or Businesses) fare much better under the 
new law. If their taxable income exceeds the income threshold, the deduction is not completely wiped out, but simply limited 
to no more than 50% of the W-2 wages paid by the business (including to the owner), or 25% of the W-2 wages paid, plus 
2.5% of the purchase price of “qualified property” used in the business, if greater. Qualified property means depreciable 
property used in the business, including equipment and real estate, placed into service (purchased) within the last 10 years, 
or within the normal depreciation time period, if longer.

The new law makes it clear that this extra deduction is not available to associates or other employees, but is limited 
solely to business owners.

The Game

This massive tax bill enacted at the end of December 2017 has created many questions, and the IRS has yet to issue 
any definitive regulations interpreting the new law. Nor have they issued any guidance in the form of questions and answers 
concerning the calculation of the new Section 199A deduction.

Subject to these caveats, the following 10 strategies can help high income doctors, especially those slightly above the 
income threshold levels set forth above, reduce their taxable income in order to qualify for the biggest deduction possible.

1. Increase Retirement Plan Contributions – Taxable income can be reduced by increased contributions to the 
doctor’s existing retirement plan, or adding a second (cash balance) retirement plan to create even larger deductions.

2. Establish a Dental Management Company (DMO) – and pay the management company at the highest reasonable 
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rates for its services. This separate qualifying business could provide billing, collection, insurance coding, and other 
management and administrative services to your practice through a separate pass-through entity, owned by you and/
or your children. This aggressive strategy is subject to IRS audit risk, unless the DMO is organized and operated 
correctly. As such, we do not recommend establishing a management company until the IRS issues guidance.

3. Employ your children through the practice and pay them the highest reasonable value for their services 
– Each child can earn up to $12,000 annually free of federal income taxes now, thanks to the increased standard 
deduction.

4. Establish a separate lab or x-ray records business and pay the highest reasonable rate for its services – 
through a separate entity owned by you and/or your children. 

5. Increase the rental amount paid for the use of the practice real estate to the real estate LLC or FLP, owned 
by you and/or your children. 

6. Convert additional personal expenses into legitimate business tax deductions – Such as auto, travel, health 
insurance, telephone, cell phone, business meals, etc. 

7. Establish and fully fund a Health Savings Account (HSA) for 2018 – Obtaining coverage under a qualifying 
High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) allows tax-deductible contributions of up to $6,900 for family coverage, with 
an additional $1,000 for each spouse age 55 or older, and will further reduce your taxable income. 

8. Review your investment asset allocation to minimize investment income on your personal return – For 
example, moving assets out of taxable bonds and into individual stocks or tax-free bonds will help reduce taxable 
income.

9. Optimize depreciation – While the new law allows for increased expensing amounts and bonus depreciation, your 
CPA should be careful to manage these depreciation deductions to help you stay under the income threshold for as 
many years as possible. 

10. Eliminate capital gains on real estate sales through using a tax-free Section 1031 exchange.

Assume a married doctor receives a salary of $200,000 from his practice’s S corporation in addition to $350,000 
of practice profits which appear on his K-1 as pass-through income. If this doctor has $50,000 of itemized deductions 
(charitable contributions, home mortgage interest, etc.), his taxable income would be $500,000 ($200,000 + $350,000 - 
$50,000). Since this exceeds the income threshold, he would not be eligible for a Section 199A deduction, and his federal 
income tax liability would be $126,379 under the new law. 

However, if the doctor uses some or all of these 10 strategies to reduce his taxable income by $200,000, his taxable 
income is reduced to only $300,000, cutting his federal income tax to only $60,579, for tax savings of $65,800. Furthermore, 
this planning reduces the doctor’s taxable income below the threshold amount, so that he qualifies for the full 20% deduction 
on the $150,000 of remaining practice profits. This creates an additional $30,000 ($150,000 x 20%) Section 199A deduction 
for the doctor, providing added income tax savings of $7,200.

Doctors may be tempted to reduce their salary in order to increase their practice profits. This may be viable, as 
long as the doctor’s salary level represents reasonable compensation for his services. Before taking any action, be sure to 
consult your tax advisor since this may reduce the doctor’s retirement plan contribution and/or increase staff retirement plan 
contributions.

While the new law is incredibly complex, the example set forth above shows the tremendous savings possible through 
proper advance planning. Unfortunately, it’s difficult to adjust the doctor’s taxable income after year-end in order to increase 
her Section 199A deduction. Accordingly, doctors should begin their tax planning early in 2018 to qualify for the maximum 
deduction under the new law.  
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Pay ZERO Taxes Under The New Law  
With Tax-Deductible College Funding

According to the College Board, the average college 
cost (including tuition, room, board and supplies) for the 
2017-2018 school year totaled $47,730 for private colleges 
and $21,510 for state residents of public colleges, for an 
average cost of $34,620 annually. Most financial planning 
advice on saving for college centers on what type of accounts 
(529 plans, Roth IRAs, Coverdell Savings Accounts, 
custodial, etc.) should be used. 

Unfortunately, that advice misses the main point, since 
no federal income tax deduction is allowed for contributions 
to any of these accounts. Thus, a doctor in the 40% federal 
and state tax bracket would need to earn $57,700 first, and 
pay taxes of $23,080, in order to have the $34,620 remaining 
to pay for each child’s college cost. Using the strategies 
discussed below, you can pay for college with tax-deductible 
dollars and save this $23,080 (or more) in federal and state 
taxes annually.

Tax Savings from Increased Standard Deduction

Under the new law, your child’s earned income (wages and salaries) continues to be taxed to the child. Earnings up 
to $12,000 annually will be tax-free, since they are offset by the increased standard deduction of $12,000 under the new 
law (up from $6,350 in 2017). Moreover, income in excess of the $12,000 tax-free amount is taxed at only 10% on the first 
$9,525, and then at a reduced rate of 12% (down from 15%) up to $38,700 annually for single students.

Kiddie Tax

Under the new law, the Kiddie Tax continues to apply to unearned income (i.e. interest, dividends, capital gains, rents, 
etc.) received by most children under the age of 19, and for full-time college students age 23 or younger. However, the new 
law taxes that income at the rates paid by trusts and estates, rather than at the parent’s rate which applied through 2017, 
providing slightly better tax results for most doctors.

However, the Kiddie Tax rules do not apply if the child provides over half of his own support from his earned income 
(salaries, wages, etc.). So in our example, if the college-age child earns at least $17,500 annually to help meet his college 
cost of $34,620, all of his income (both earned and unearned) will be taxed to the child at his very low tax rates.

Tax-Free Capital Gains and Dividends

Where does the remaining half of the college funding cost come from? One approach is to take advantage of the 0% 
tax rate that applies to dividends and capital gains realized by taxpayers in the lowest (10% and 12%) tax brackets. Since 
the stock market (as measured by the S&P 500 index) has almost quadrupled from its March 2009 low, many doctors own 
stocks, mutual funds, and ETFs individually that have skyrocketed in value. If the doctor sells those appreciated stocks, the 
gain will be taxed at rates of up to 30% or higher, including the 20% top federal capital gain rate that applies to doctors in 
the highest tax bracket, state income taxes, as well as the 3.8% Obamacare tax on the personal investment income for high 
income doctors.

A better approach is to gift the appreciated stocks to the college-age child. Doctors can gift up to $15,000 per child 
per year free of gift taxes (up from $14,000 in 2017) and that tax-free gift amount doubles to $30,000 per child annually 
for married doctors using the split gift election. Moreover, any gifts in excess of that amount do not require the immediate 
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payment of any gift tax. Rather, the excess is simply charged against the doctor’s estate tax exemption available at death, 
which has been doubled to $11.2 million per spouse, under the new law.

The college-age child can then sell the appreciated stock and use the proceeds to pay the balance of her college costs. 
Assuming a gain of $17,500, that would be taxed at a 0% rate under the new law!

Educational Tax Credits

Under the new law, the child can continue to claim educational 
tax credits on his or her tax return, since they are paying for all of their 
college costs from their own income. That’s important, because the 
educational tax credits are phased out at an Adjusted Gross Income 
level of $80,000 (single) and $160,000 (married), meaning that most 
high income doctors can’t benefit from them.

The American Opportunity Tax Credit (AOTC) is available for the 
first four years of college, with a maximum tax credit of $2,500 a year. 
As shown below, this means that the child could earn the entire $35,000 
needed for college and pay ZERO federal income taxes!. Moreover, the 
child would be eligible for an IRS refund check of $1,000 each year for 
four years, since this portion of the AOTC is refundable!  

How To Get The Maximum Business Car Deductions  
Under The New Law

If you’re looking to buy a new or used business vehicle this year, don’t make a move until you understand the juicy 
tax breaks provided under the new law. The new law provides bigger depreciation write-offs in the early years of ownership, 
accelerating your tax savings. Here’s how to maximize your savings, based upon the vehicle you want to purchase. 

1. Large pickups and passenger/delivery vans – These vans, along with pickup trucks with loaded weights over 
6,000 pounds and a cargo bed that’s at least 6 feet long and not accessible from the cab, qualify for huge tax breaks! 
Assuming 100% business use, the entire cost of a new or used vehicle of this type can be immediately deducted in 
the first year, using the newly expanded Section 179 expensing election. Full-size pickups that qualify include the 
Dodge Ram 1500, Chevrolet Silverado, GMC Sierra, Ford F-150, Toyota Tundra, Nissan Titan, Chevy Colorado, 
GMC Canyon, Toyota Tacoma, and Nissan Frontier. 

2. Heavy sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) – Purchasing a new or used SUV with a gross vehicle weight rating 
(GVWR) of over 6,000 pounds can also provide a full (100%) tax deduction. While the Section 179 expensing 
election is limited to only $25,000 for these vehicles, the balance of the purchase price qualifies for 100% 
bonus depreciation, thus creating a full write-off in the year of purchase, assuming 100% business use. 
For example, if your practice purchases a large SUV for $65,000 in 2018, the practice can immediately expense 
$25,000 under 179, with the remaining $45,000 deducted as bonus depreciation. Thus, if the SUV is used 100% of 
time for business purposes, the first year write-off would be $65,000. 

Vehicles qualifying for this favorable tax treatment include: BMW X5, Cadillac Escalade and SRX, Lincoln 
Navigator, Chevrolet Suburban, Trailblazer (model SS) and Tahoe, Ford Expedition, Explorer and Excursion, GMC 
Yukon and Acadia, Envoy Denali, Hummer H1, H2 and H3, Mercedes M, G, GL, ML and R classes, Range Rover, 
Toyota Land Cruiser and Sequoia, Land Rover LR3, Porsche Cayenne, Volkswagen Touareg, Jeep Grand Cherokee 
SRT8 and Overland, Mercury Mountaineer, Nissan Armada and Pathfinder, Saab 9-7X, Dodge Durango, Audi Q7, 
Chrysler Aspen, Infiniti QX56, Saturn Outlook, Volvo XC90, and the Lexus LX570 and GX470. 

Child’s Earned Income $17,500

Gain on Stock Sale $17,500

Total Income $35,000

Standard Deduction ($12,000)

Taxable Income $23,000

Federal Income Taxes Due (single) $550

American Opportunity Tax Credit ($550)

Remaining Tax Due $0
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3. Passenger automobiles – The remaining vehicles, with an unloaded 
vehicle weight of 6,000 pounds or less, are known as “luxury automobiles” 
and have slower depreciation write-offs. First-year depreciation for vehicles in 
this category has been increased to $10,000. If bonus depreciation is claimed, 
the first year write-off grows to $18,000. Future depreciation deductions are 
limited to no more than $16,000 in year two, $9,600 in year three, and $5,760 
each year thereafter. Accordingly, a $58,000 business car can now be written 
off in only 6 years, compared to 28 years under prior law.  

How To Get The Biggest Tax Deduction For Business  
Travel And Meals Under The New Law

The new tax law changed the rules for deducting your business meal and entertainment expenses, beginning this year. 
Some tax advisors have warned that the new law not only killed deductions for entertainment, but also for business meal 
expenses. Following that faulty advice could cost you thousands in lost deductions. Here’s what you need to know to claim 
the biggest deductions legally possible. 

Congress sought to raise revenue under the new law by eliminating deductions for business entertainment expenses. 
Since the same tax code section (Section 274) deals with both meal and entertainment expenses, some tax advisors sounded 
alarms by claiming that business meal deductions were also axed. 

Fortunately, that’s not the case. Here’s what remains deductible under the new law, and how to categorize expenses 
to gain the maximum tax benefit. 

100% Deduction for Business Travel, Lodging, and Continuing Education Expenses 

The new law didn’t change the rules here, and these expenses remain fully (100%) deductible. In order to avoid 
unwanted scrutiny by your CPA and the IRS, make sure you have separate accounting categories for “travel and lodging 
expenses” and “continuing education expenses,” and code all applicable expenses to those categories in order to avoid a 
hassle and potential tax haircut. 

100% Deduction for Certain Meal and Entertainment Expenses

While Congress nixed most entertainment expenses, the following expenses remain fully deductible:

1. Expense for food and beverages available to the general public – This includes the cost of food and beverages 
made available to patients in the reception area, at open houses, patient appreciation parties, or other patient related 
events. Furthermore, the IRS has ruled (PLR 9414040) that meals provided before or after presentations to prospective 
patients, such as at implant, Invisalign, or other practice-sponsored seminars, are fully (100%) deductible.

2. Recreational, social, or other similar expenses primarily for the benefit of the employees – This includes 
holiday meals and parties, company picnics, other parties and events, after work socials, or trips with staff members 
present. Also, entertainment awards such as theater and/or sporting event tickets, health club membership expenses 
etc. are 100% deductible if primarily for the benefit of staff. How can you tell if these expenses primarily benefit the 
staff? If more staff receive the benefit than you, it’s primarily for their benefit!

While the law is clear, you need to avoid unnecessary scrutiny from your CPA and the IRS. As a result, you should 
establish a separate accounting category (we use “office expense”) and code all the above expenses qualifying for full 
(100%) deductibility, into that category. This maximizes your tax savings, while avoiding unnecessary hassles.
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50% Deduction for Business Meals

Unbeknownst to most, Congress does not write the tax laws that they vote on. Rather, this duty falls to a group of tax 
attorneys employed by the Joint Committee on Taxation, an arm of the IRS. Once a tax law is passed, the Joint Committee 
releases a report outlining the present law, the changes made under the new law, as well as the reasons for those changes. 

On page 251 of their 570 page report on the new law, the committee made clear that “taxpayers may still generally 
deduct 50% of food and beverage expenses associated with operating their trade or business.” Accordingly, the following 
expenses remain 50% deductible: 

1. Food and beverage for employees – furnished on the business premises for 
the benefit of the employees are 50% deductible, and tax-free to the employee 
as a working condition fringe benefit. This includes not only breakroom food, 
snacks, and beverages, but also staff meals furnished when working through 
lunch, dinners if working late, and meals served at staff meetings. 

2. Business meals with patients, potential patients, and/or referring doctors.

3. Business meals while traveling away from home – such as those while 
attending continuing education meetings, national, state, or regional dental 
conventions, study groups, visiting other doctors’ offices, visiting consultants, 
suppliers or other advisors, or any other trip that has a legitimate business purpose.

No Deduction for Entertainment Expenses

Under the new law, entertainment expenses for patients, prospective patients, and referring doctors were eliminated. 
This includes the cost of tickets to theater, football, baseball, hockey, basketball, etc. contests, golf, and any other form of 
entertainment. Some aggressive doctors have indicated that they plan to try to circumvent the new rule by coding these 
expenses into creative categories such as “business promotion,” “referring doctor relations,” “marketing,” and “patient 
relations.” This works, until the doctor is audited. If the IRS uncovers these misclassified entertainment expenses during the 
course of an audit, you can expect the deduction to be disallowed, and you’ll be on the hook for the related taxes, interest, 
and penalties.  

4 Tests For Deducting Your Home Equity Line Interest  
Under The New Law

The new law has restricted the tax deduction for home mortgage interest, starting in 2018. While the interest deduction 
on existing mortgages was grandfathered, that didn’t appear to be the case for Home Equity Lines of Credit (HELOCs). 
Fortunately, the IRS recently announced that interest on HELOCs remains tax-deductible, if 4 tests are met. 

Under prior law, doctors could deduct interest on home mortgages of up to $1,000,000, plus an additional $100,000 
for HELOCs, regardless of how the HELOC proceeds were used. The new law appeared to wipe out deductions for interest 
on HELOCs, beginning this year.

The IRS recently announced (IR-2018-32) that “despite the newly-enacted restrictions on home mortgage interest, 
taxpayers can often still deduct interest on home equity loans, HELOCs, or second mortgages, regardless of how the loan is 
labeled.” Under the new law, it’s the way the mortgage proceeds are used, and not what the loan is called, that determines 
whether the doctor qualifies for a home mortgage interest deduction. In order to be deductible, the following 4 tests must 
be satisfied:
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1. The proceeds of the HELOC must be used to buy, build, or improve a personal residence. For example, if HELOC 
proceeds are used to buy a home, or for home-improvement, the interest is deductible, as long as the three tests 
below are met. However, interest is not deductible if the HELOC proceeds are used to pay off credit card, other 
personal debt, etc. 

2. The mortgage must be on the same property that the proceeds are used to buy, build, or improve. For example, 
interest on a $150,000 HELOC secured by the doctor’s personal residence is deductible if the proceeds are used for 
a home improvement project on that property, but not if used to purchase, or improve, a second home or any other 
property.

3. The total of all mortgages (first, second, and HELOC) cannot exceed the original cost of the home; and 

4. The total amount of all new mortgage loans (first, second, and HELOC) cannot exceed $750,000 in the aggregate 
($375,000 for married doctors filing separately).  

Should You Disincorporate To Boost Your New 20% Deduction 
For Pass-Through Practice Profits?

Congress added Section 199A to the tax law, providing an extra deduction for doctors operating as pass-through 
business entities, such as unincorporated sole proprietors (Schedule C), partnerships, limited liability companies (LLCs), 
and Subchapter S corporations, where year-end profits are passed through to, and reported on, the owner’s individual tax 
return. The new law provides an extra deduction equal to 20% of the qualified business income, or practice profits after 
payments of reasonable salaries to S Corporation doctors, and guaranteed payments made by a dental partnership to its 
doctor-partners.

Unfortunately, the new law provides vastly different tax deductions based upon how your practice is organized and 
operated. For example, assume two doctors operate identical practices collecting $800,000 annually with a 60% overhead, 
and $320,000 (40%) of net practice profits before doctor salaries. If one doctor operates as a Subchapter S corporation, 
he must take a reasonable salary of $200,000, or 25% of collections, leaving only $120,000 of qualified business income 
(QBI). Meanwhile, his unincorporated (Schedule C) counterpart cannot legally take a salary, so that his qualified business 
income is $320,000. Accordingly, the 20% deduction for the S corporation doctor is only $24,000 ($120,000 x 20%) while 
his unincorporated counterpart may receive a deduction of $64,000 ($320,000 x 20%), almost 3 times as much. 

As a result, some advisors have recommended that their clients disincorporate to qualify for a larger tax deduction. 
Others have recommended that associates try to change from employee to independent contractor status to qualify for this 
tax break. 

As a general rule, the tax law discourages different levels of tax benefits 
to doctors operating identical practices, based solely upon how they are 
organized and operated. Accordingly, we expect Congress to pass future 
legislation, or the IRS to issue regulations, which will help level the playing 
field by requiring partnerships and unincorporated entities to deduct reasonable 
compensation before computing the new Section 199A deduction. 

In fact, the IRS recently served notice that it is considering developing 
such regulations. Accordingly, we recommend that doctors “make haste 
slowly” and refrain from changing their business form to capture this 
unintended benefit, until further guidance is provided.  
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This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information with regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding 
that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional services. If legal or accounting advice or other expert assistance 
is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. 

Don’t Fall For Cooperative Tax Loophole –  
It’s Too Good To Be True!

Some tax advisors are recommending that high earning doctors take advantage of a loophole in what’s supposed to be 
a mom-and-pop benefit of the new tax law, as a means to supersize their tax savings. While the tactic could save substantial 
taxes, it clearly violates Congress’s intent when passing the new law. As a result, doctors who fall for it could be wasting 
substantial time and money chasing a loophole that will likely be closed before their 2018 tax returns are filed.

The loophole lies in the new law’s 20% deduction for doctors operating 
“pass–through entities,” such as partnerships, limited liabilities, and S 
corporations. The law includes a provision to keep doctors and other service 
professionals from using the tax break once their income reaches a certain level. 
The law starts phasing out the pass-through deduction once the doctor’s net 
income hits $157,500 (single) or $315,000 (married), and the deduction disappears 
altogether once their income hits $207,500 (single) and $415,000 (married).

Aggressive tax advisors believe that high earners can avoid the income 
limits through exploiting a gap in the law that lets the benefit go to anyone who 
runs profits through an obscure entity known as a cooperative. A cooperative is 
a worker-owned, worker-run enterprise whose members earn salaries and share 
profits paid out as so-called patronage dividends. Members then pay ordinary tax 
rates on these dividends, which are deductible to the cooperative. The cooperative, 
in turn, pays corporate tax rates on anything retained in the business for reinvestment. The cooperative is typically a business 
model more often associated with farmers, groups that distribute electricity to rural residents, and progressive collectives, 
rather than high earning dentists or specialists.

Some tax advisors are recommending that doctors restructure their business as a cooperative, since the new law allows 
cooperatives to apply the 20% deduction to their gross income. Thus, the 20% deduction applies to a much larger bucket of 
income than it would for pass-through entities, resulting in much bigger potential tax savings.

However, Congress clearly intended the 20% pass-through deduction to be limited for doctors whose income exceeds 
the target limits. Accordingly, trying to recast your practice as a cooperative, rather than as a typical pass-through entity, 
violates the clear congressional intent. If you do so, you will clearly be going forward with a supersized target on your back. 
Since we anticipate this loophole will be closed within the next year, either through a technical corrections bill, or IRS 
regulations, you should avoid spending the time and money trying to obtain a tax benefit that was never intended for you. 
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